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"The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life
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Official Enrolment Procedure

Practical Information for Enrolment Procedure

For further information (in French)

http://www.inscription.cfwb.be Diane Mazzitelli, inscriptions@eiverseau.be

By 31st January
2021

From 1st February
to 5th March 2021

From 6th March
to 25th April 2021

From 26th April 
2021 onwards

From 6th March to 25th April 2021

Primary school
distributes

official 
enrolment form
(one document 

per child)

Official 
enrolment period

for 1st Year
Secondary

• If full, 80% of places 
are allocated and the 
confidential forms
are sent to the CIRI.

• If not full, 102% of 
places are allocated.

The CIRI 
determines order

of priority and 
allocates places.

New enrolments
are accepted

(chronological
order now
applies).

No enrolments may be accepted by school



The Governing Body (P.O.)

Monsieur et Madame

van der Straten

- Founded in September 1969 

Chantal Malou

Governor

Everard van der Straten

Head of 
Governors



Our founding values

Suzanne and Hugues van der Straten wish :

For Le Verseau to be for All,
A happy, friendly school,
Like one big family.

For each and every one of us to
Progress and flourish,
Acquiring both knowledge and awareness.

For Le Verseau to grow
In wisdom and prosperity.

To everyone, big or small,
We wish with all our hearts,
For you to build your future,
In harmony with the world around us.



The first cycle of Secondary

A 2-year cycle

Same classmates

The classes will stay the same for the 2 years and, when possible, they will keep
the same class (home room) teacher and subject teachers throughout the cycle.

Daily homework

Report cards

The 1st cycle includes the first 2 years of Secondary : 1C and 2C.

« I've got nothing to do for tomorrow» … but there's a deadline in a few days. 
We encourage students to be self-disciplined and to plan their learning.

Students keep the same report from 1st Year to 2nd Year.
At the end of 2nd Year, teachers also take 1st Year assessments into account.



1st and 2nd Year Subjects

1st Year 2nd Year

French 6hrs 5hrs

Mathematics 4hrs 5hrs

1st Modern Language : English 4hrs 4hrs

Science 3hrs 3hrs

Geography 2hrs 2hrs

History 2hrs 2hrs

Physical Education 3hrs 3hrs

Technology 1hr 1hr

Artistic Education Art 1hr Music 1hr

Philosophy and Citizenship (CPC) 1hr 1hr

Religion / Ehtics or CPC 1hr 1hr

Presentation skills (+ Mindfulness) 1hr ---

English Activities 1hr 1hr

Mathematics Activities 1hr ---

Information and Computer Technology (+study skills) 1hr 1hr

French Activities --- 2hrsSu
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Assessment

Formative Assessments Certificative Assessments

CE1D

These include homework assignments, 

lesson preparation, projects.

The marks show pupils' progress.

They act as a diagnostic tool during

the learning process.

End-of-unit tests and exams at the end 

of 1st Year.

The marks are added together until the 

end of the 1st degree.

They show whether the necessary

skills have been mastered.

At the end of the 2-year cycle all pupils are assessed in 

French, Mathematics, English and Science by external

state exams. In all other subjects they are assessed

internally.

If the pupil passes the external exam in a given subject, 

this overrides any weaker results obtained in that

subject during the cycle.



Communication and Digital environment
To aid computer assisted learning in all lessons

@student.eiverseau.be
@parent.eiverseau.be

in certain lessons or activities

Projectors in all 
classrooms

E-mail @eiverseau.be

Connectivity

Digital platform

http://my.eiverseau.be

Becoming an independent
learner



Living Together

Well-being unit
A cleaner school aiming

for zero waste

A team trained to :
• listen

• prevent

• act.



Living together from 1st Year

The forum?

Student Council : a place to discuss and 
play an active rôle from 1st to 6th Year.

Several times a year delegates from the student body, 
teachers, support staff, Head Teacher and Governing Body 
meet to play an active rôle in the life of the school.
The outcome of these discussions is submitted to the 
Participative Council by the Student Delegates.

On our spaceship Earth, there are no passengers, 
we are all crew".

MARSHALL MAC LUHAN



Living Together in 1st Year

School Trip

• Poitiers in France beginning of October
• Learning, cultural, ecological and 

sporting activities.

• Learning to live together.
• Building self-confidence and personal

development.



Presentation Skills 1 hour per week

Learning to express yourself …

What is the aim of the course?

Which methods are used during a lesson ?

through social skills
(politeness, listening skills,...) adapting uour
behaviour to the situation (in class, in the 
corridors etc,)

by teamwork
(acting out a scene for others)

This course, linked to the French course, aims to work on:
developing communication skills (verbal and non verbal) 
to prepare pupils for public-speaking in front of an 
audience.

adjusting social behaviour to a school setting.

▪ Drama and improvisation exercises, sketches, oral 
presentations

▪ Individually or in a group.
▪ Preparation of projects linked to other lessons, 

particularly French class e.g. working in a group to 
adapt, direct and act out a fairy tale.

Individually in front of the group. 

Supplementary
Activi ties



Mindfulness 1 hour every other week

Aim

Benefits

Another way of being

In practice

Mindfulness means awareness that arises through 
paying attention, on purpose, in the present moment, 
non-judgementally.

Jon Kabat-Zinn

• Improving concentration and memory; 
• Managing emotions and reducing impulsiveness;
• Stress management ;
• Improving compassion towards oneself and others. 

Supplementary
Activi ties

« It is important to be clear that we envisage mindfulness in
the perspective of global well-being, the fulfilment of the
child in relation to him or herself (emotions, thoughts, needs),
in relation to others and to the environment. School
attainment is not seen as an end in itself , but rather the
consequence of a compassionate context, a positive class
atmosphere and positive social relationships.»

• 1 session of 50 min every other week during 1st Year in a
small group. Consolidation through short sessions in class
in other years. This is only the beginning …

• Training to pay attention to breathing, sounds, the body, 
thoughts …

• Fun exercises, experiential learning, practising at home,
etc.



French Activities (2nd Year) 2 hours per week

Linking the culture of the past with the present

Learning about the past to build a better future

Aims of the course

Supplementary
Activi ties

✓ Learning the origin of certain words (basics of 
etymology)

✓ Identifying cultural sources and heritage
✓ Discovering the origin of certain expressions
✓ Broadening your historical knowledge
✓ Exploring mythology
✓ Improving reading, communication and research skills.

Reinforcing History and French lessons through discovery of 
the Greek and Roman civilisations and their influences on 
our daily life.

Fun, active learning using
a variety of media.



Information and Computer Technology 1 hour per week

Developing skills for computer assisted learning

Aims

▪ Finding out about the school’s digital environment
▪ Learning how to use the tools needed for other lessons
▪ Developing critical thinking skills and accuracy
▪ Becoming aware of the dangers and limits of computer technology
▪ Acquiring the basics to create your own personal digital environment.

Content

✓ Mastering the basic computer tools
✓ Finding your way around the school’s digital space
✓ Producing documents and using them
✓ Using digital sources of information for different purposes
✓ Communicating by e-mail and managing your own @student.eiverseau.be

address.

1 computer room with 24 
workstations

A mobile computer laboratory with 24 
laptops

Supplementary
Activi ties



Philosophy / Religious Education 2 hours per week

Core curriculum

Religion

Ethics

Ethics

Catholic

Jewish

Orthodox

Is lamic

Protestant

C P C

C P C

1 hour for all classes

+ 1 hour + 1 hour



Philosophy and Citizenship Class (CPC)

Course aims

Course structure

Importance of NEUTRALITY and 
TOLERANCE (no racist, 
xenophobic or revisionist views). 

Neutrality must respect the 
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, Belgian law and scientific
principles.

Core Curriculum

The aim of this course, based on philosophical reasoning, is to educate students to become open-
minded, independent citizens, capable of thinking for themselves and better able to understand the 
many, varied logical, ethical and political aspects of humanity.

Knowledge

• Values, standards and categorisation of standards

• Difference between the 3 state powers (legislative, executive, judiciary)

• Principle of separation of political and religious powers

• …

Applying your knowledge

• Using your knowledge for philosophical reasoning and applying citizenship values.

Transferring skills to wider contexts

• Deciding which skills and knowledge provide the best solutions to a variety of 
questions.



C. P. C. continued

Core Curriculum

Critical thinking skills : 

- Proposing a hypothesis in relation to 
a statement

- Justifying from an ethical standpoint. 
- Checking the coherence of the 

argument
- Uncovering any presuppositions
- Imagining the implications
- Checking that the group agrees

Debating to train the mind and become a citizen of the world

Source : journée de l’esprit critique – Orléans – 14.02.2018 – F. Beauger - Cornu

Source : Guide de l’animateur en pratiques philosophiques

Understanding and analysing as a basis for action and 
commitment.



French 6 hours per week in 1st Year and 

5 hours per week in 2nd Year

Aims

Placing the pupil in a problem-solving situation so that he/she uses a collection of resources in order to carry out the 
assignment successfully.

Sequence of learning

▪ Input (setting the scene)
▪ First draft (diagnostic phase) – What does the pupil already know? Analysis.
▪ Discovering the characteristics of a literary genre.

✓ Learning activities / exercises
✓ Final production to assess if the skills and knowledge have been 

integrated

Reading- Library

Core Curriculum

✓ Integration of different skills : reading, writing, 
speaking, listening within the same task.

✓ Exercises to reinforce structural components 
(grammar, conjugation, spelling) to consolidate and 
develop the basic notions acquired in Primary. → 
Remediation.

▪ Guided reading
▪ Access to school library
▪ Discussions, book reports…
▪ Meeting authors



English 4 hours + 1 hour per week

Core curriculum for all (including CE1D)
Smaller groups for extension / consolidation / reinforcement activities

English library

Core Curriculum

Preparing pupils for future studies 
/ working in English

Model European Parliament
Model United Nations

Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award

Extra-curricular Activities

Emphasis on practical
communication skills

1 additional hour of English per 
week

Supplementary Activities

English as a First/Second Language
4th,  5th or 6th Year

Supplementary
Activi ties

https://www.google.be/imgres?imgurl=http://alpineinstitute-las.org/wp-content/gallery/international-award/international-award_logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://alpineinstitute-las.org/visiting-scholars/lectures-by-visiting-scholars/presentation-slides-from-visiting-scholars/&docid=MAxPnh2CAfhi6M&tbnid=nxP8gtYF7FxYyM:&vet=10ahUKEwiL4df8t-nYAhVeFMAKHY5TChcQMwg-KAAwAA..i&w=3130&h=1181&client=safari&bih=736&biw=1264&q=international%20award%20logo%20to%20use%20on%20presentation&ved=0ahUKEwiL4df8t-nYAhVeFMAKHY5TChcQMwg-KAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


Mathematics 4 hours + 1 hour per week

Aims

Remediation

Assessment

Core Curriculum

✓ Numbers
✓ Geometry
✓ Algebra

Consolidating the basics learnt in Primary and 
preparing for the General Secondary Curriculum

▪ Learning to be rigorous and accurate when problem-solving, building on the skills
acquired in Primary.

▪ Developing the different steps and learning to justify your reasoning.
▪ Applying what you have learnt as well as using reasoning skills to solve complex tasks in 

order to give them a meaning.
▪ Being capable of tackling a new problem whilst applying what you have already learnt in 

previous units of work.

Content



Science 3 hours per week

One curriculum spanning two years

11 topics divided between 1st and 2nd Years mixing Biology, Physics and Chemistry.

Developingskills…

Aided by up-to-date technology

Core curriculum

Blended learning approach
• Interactive whiteboards
• Use of film/animation
• Digital resources

Acquiring scientific method and reasoning

▪ Learning through solving puzzles
▪ Acquiring Scientific Method
▪ 1  hour per week of laboratory work in small groups

▪ Memorisation in order to use / apply the information
▪ Puzzle-solving, practical tasks, …
▪ Making links, showing curiosity



History 2 hours per week

Enquiry based activities to explore 
history…

4 investigations...

… to develop the following skills:

Core Curriculum

Acquiring critical thinking skills

✓ The lifestyle of humans in pre-history
✓ The first written texts : the beginning of history?
✓ The Celts : societies without the written word?
✓ The roots of Europe : a melting—pot of civilisations.

✓ Asking questions
✓ Integrating information
✓ Summarising
✓ Communicating
✓ Critical thinking
✓ Neat presentation and accurate

use of language

School textbook : « En quête 
d’histoire 1ère année » published by 
De Boeck



Geography 2 hours per week

Themes for exploring the world…

5 themes spanning 1st and 2nd Years

… to develop skills

Core Curriculum

Exploring and understanding the world

1 : The colours of the Earth
2 : Billions of humans on Earth….. What about me ? 
3 : Valleys and volcanoes : living dangerously ?
4 : The Earth, a jigsaw puzzle or a spider’s web ?
5 : The Earth, the blue planet.  What about the future ?

Working on the knowledge and skills to develop
awareness of what is happening in the world to 
become a responsible eco-citizen.



Technology 1 hour per week

Projects with the aim of …

Examples of project work

Core Curriculum

• Teaching pupils how to control their environment
• Acquiring problem-solving skills based

on scientific principles.
• Learning how to manage a project and work as a team
• Developing theorising and modelling techniques
• Developing critical thinking skills. 

Project 1 – Building bridges
✓ Studying different bridge-building designs –

structures and mechanisms
✓ Studying elements and resistance– the 

technology of materials



The Arts 1 hour per week

1st Year - Art 2nd Year – Music

Core Curriculum

Art and Music

Building on skills already learnt in Primary, exploring various themes to 
develop awareness of others, of oneself, the world around us.  Both
subjects are taught in small groups.

Aims…
✓ Awakening your senses and encouraging you to 

find pleasure in beauty, the harmony of colours…
✓ Exploring your own creative abilities.
✓ Acquiring technical skills

… through
a variety of creative and directed tasks designed to 

consolidate and develop your dexterity and your
own personality.

Aims…
✓ Developing your observational, listening and 

imaginative skills
✓ Tuning your senses and your critical thinking
✓ Broadening your knowledge of artistic language and 

techniques
✓ Enabling each pupil to highlight his or her specific skill

set

… achieved through a variety of projects
Discovering the instruments of the orchestra, researching
and presenting a musician, playing an instrument, etc.)



Physical Education 3 hours per week

A variety of activities to develop…

Core Curriculum

• Respect for others, for rules and instructions; helping each other, 
playing fair,; showing willpower and making an effort.

• Physical fitness, basis for good health: stamina, flexibility, speed, 
strength, ...

• Dexterity:  precise, smooth movements, rhythm, adaptability, self-
expression, ...

✓ 1 hour a week swimming
✓ 2 hours a week other sports

Organisation of lessons

It doesn’t matter where you start from, the most important 
thing is the progress you make. 



Le Verseau is much, much more



Questions - Answers

"The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life

in harmony with all existence"

Tagore


